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Biography 

Music comedy duo Nightmares from the Discotheque are excited to bring their own brand 
of rock, hip-hop and mind-blowing visuals to the Leeds Festival for the first time. Expect 
hilarious songs, skits and audience interaction as frontmen Rick Schaple and Canz 
Rickman tear through a set packed with sci-fi themes, observational lyrics and complete 
absurdity. It’s loud, rocking and funny as hell! 
  
The band have already built up a dedicated following, having played shows up and down 
the country, touring with the likes of The Beards, Electric Six, and The Rubberbandits, as 
well as appearing at Edinburgh Fringe Festival and Download 2015. Described as 
“Ambitious, inventive and crazy funny” (TimeOut Magazine) the live show is a must see for 
fans of surreal comedy, sci-fi themes, and rocking songs! 
  
Nightmares from the Discotheque unleash a huge amount of energy on stage, but their 
efforts don’t stop at the live performances. Every aspect of the band is created 
independently by the duo. The writing, production, visuals and music videos are created 
solely by them. When they’re not performing with the band the duo are YouTubers, 
creating high quality content for their thousands of subscribers. 
  
They are determined to bring the best comedy rock show you’ll see at this year’s Leeds 
festival! In the meantime, with an ever-growing back catalogue of high production value 
content on their YouTube channel, festival goers have plenty of material to enjoy in the 
build-up to their Leeds Festival appearance! Don’t miss this one of a kind show! 

Show Description 

Music comedy duo Nightmares from the Discotheque are excited to bring their own brand 
of rock, hip-hop and mind-blowing visuals to the Leeds Festival for the first time. Expect 
hilarious songs, skits and audience interaction as frontmen Rick Schaple and Canz 
Rickman tear through a set packed with sci-fi themes, observational lyrics and complete 
absurdity. 
  
This unique comedy band’s music is accompanied with projected visuals which interact 
with the live performance. Get ready to rock out and laugh in more-or-less equal measure 
at this “ambitious, inventive and crazy funny” (TimeOut Magazine) show. It’s the perfect 
way to kick off your festival experience!
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